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prevention, control, and mitigation. This report summarizes the presentations and discussions from the workshop.
Fenner's Veterinary Virology-N. James Maclachlan 2010-11-26 Fenner's Veterinary, Virology, Fourth Edition, is
the long awaited new edition of Veterinary Virology, 3e, which was published in 1999. Fully revised and updated
by the new author team, part I presents the fundamental principles of virology related to animal infection and
disease, and part II addresses the clinical features, pathogenesis, diagnosis, epidemiology and prevention of
individual diseases. New to this Edition New author team - one main author to ensure that the book reads like an
authored book but with the benefit of using experts to contribute to specific topics Text has been refocused - part
I has been condensed and where appropriate incorporated into part II to make it more user friendly The number
of figures have been increased and are now in full color Fully revised and updated to include the latest
information in the field of veterinary virology Beautifully illustrated color figures throughout Organized and
current information provided by an expert team of authors

Polymicrobial Diseases-Kim A. Brogden 2002 Provides an overview of the current knowledge of polymicrobial
diseases of multiple etiologic agents in both animals and humans. Explores the contribution to disease made by
interacting and mutually reinforcing pathogens, which may involve bacteria, viruses, or parasites interacting with
each other or bacteria interacting with fungi and viruses. Emphasis on identifying polymicrobial diseases,
understanding the complex etiology of these diseases, recognizing difficulties in establishing methods for their
study, identifying mechanisms of pathogenesis, and assessing appropriate methods of treatments.

Jurnal Veterinar Malaysia- 1989

The Geographical Distribution of Animal Viral Diseases-Stewart Hal 2012-12-02 The Geographical
Distribution of Animal Viral Diseases attempts to shed some light on the global distribution of 110 different viral
diseases, mainly of livestock and companion animals. The world literature was screened for 110 different viruses,
and maps were prepared. These maps delineate the global distribution of pathogenic viruses based on
authenticated reports from a variety of reliable sources. Four viruses were categorized as affecting more than one
species to a significant degree (astrovirus, rabies, rotaviruses, and Rift Valley fever). The largest number of maps
involved viruses that affect humans. Of the 28 viruses a large number were from the California encephalitis
group. Ten of the 28 viruses were reported only in the Eastern Hemisphere, 14 only in the Western Hemisphere,
and four were worldwide. Birds were the next most frequently affected group with the 15 viruses, followed by pigs
with 14 viruses. Overall the vector-borne viruses appear to have much sharper and clear-cut geographical
boundaries than the others.

Virology Abstracts- 1986

Veterinary Viral Diseases-Antony J. Della-Porta 1985

The Role of Animals in Emerging Viral Diseases-Nicholas Johnson 2013-09-16 The Role of Animals in
Emerging Viral Diseases presents what is currently known about the role of animals in the emergence or reemergence of viruses including HIV-AIDS, SARS, Ebola, avian flu, swine flu, and rabies. It presents the structure,
genome, and methods of transmission that influence emergence and considers non-viral factors that favor
emergence, such as animal domestication, human demography, population growth, human behavior, and land-use
changes. When viruses jump species, the result can be catastrophic, causing disease and death in humans and
animals. These zoonotic outbreaks reflect several factors, including increased mobility of human populations,
changes in demography and environmental changes due to globalization. The threat of new, emerging viruses and
the fact that there are no vaccines for the most common zoonotic viruses drive research in the biology and
ecology of zoonotic transmission. In this book, specialists in 11 emerging zoonotic viruses present detailed
information on each virus's structure, molecular biology, current geographic distribution, and method of
transmission. The book discusses the impact of virus emergence by considering the ratio of mortality, morbidity,
and asymptomatic infection and assesses methods for predicting, monitoring, mitigating, and controlling viral
disease emergence. Analyzes the structure, molecular biology, current geographic distribution and methods of
transmission of 10 viruses Provides a clear perspective on how events in wildlife, livestock, and even companion
animals have contributed to virus outbreaks and epidemics Exemplifies the "one world, one health, one medicine"
approach to emerging disease by examining events in animal populations as precursors to what could affect
humans

Viruses of Lower Vertebrates-W. Ahne 1989-01-01

Bibliography of Agriculture- 1986

Viral Diseases in South-East Asia and the Western Pacific-John S. Mackenzie 1982

The Onderstepoort Journal of Veterinary Research- 1998

Principles of VirologyVeterinary Virology-Frank J. Fenner 2014-06-28 Veterinary Virology deals with basic biomedical virology and
the clinical discipline of infectious diseases. The book discusses the principles of virology as effecting future
developments in the search for preventive and management of infectious diseases in animals, whether singly or as
a whole herd or flock. Part I explains the principles of animal virology including the structure, composition,
classification, nomenclature, cultivation, and assay of viruses. This part also discusses viral genetics, replication,
and evolution (including mutation and genetic engineering). The book also reviews the pathogenesis of viruses,
host resistance and susceptibility, as well as the mechanisms of persistent infections and tumor induction. Part II
deals with viruses found in domestic animals; this part also explains in detail the properties, replication methods,
pathogenesis, immunity, diagnosis, and control of some common viruses. The book discusses some other families
of viruses of which no members are yet known as to have caused serious or important diseases in animals.
Veterinarians, immunologists, virologists, molecular researchers, students, and academicians in the discipline of
virology and cellular biology, as well as livestock owners will find this book helpful.

Recent Advances in Animal Virology-Yashpal Singh Malik 2019-11-14 This book discusses the prominence and
implication of the viral diseases that are a major threat to animals around the globe. A number of these diseases
have also shown links with human populations, which has implications for public health. This book offers detailed
and up-to-date information on viral diseases in livestock and poultry that were and/or are still a problem.
Including cutting-edge developments, it also highlights several landmark contributions in the field of virology
from India. Additionally, the book features tables and figures showing important clinical data and
recommendations, with references for further information. It also explores the economic impact of viral diseases
for farmers and the livestock industry, providing several examples. Further, it presents the latest information on
viral diseases in global context, with a focus on state-of-art, molecular tools for the development of diagnostics,
prophylactics and therapeutics. Lastly, the book also describes the challenges posed by the emerging and
transboundary viral infections and our preparedness to counter them.

Veterinary Medical Science and Human Health-United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government
Operations 1961

Proceedings of the Second International Symposium on Avian Influenza, Georgia Center for Continuing
Education, the University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, USA, September 3-5, 1986- 1987

Pesticides Documentation Bulletin- 1966

Veterinarian's Guide to the Laboratory Diagnosis of Infectious Diseases-Gordon R. Carter 1986

Vaccine Technologies for Veterinary Viral Diseases-Alejandro Brun 2015-10-13 This detailed volume explores
the most popular antigen production and delivery strategies that have been tested in veterinary species. Viral
vectors as well as genetic and protein subunit vaccines or large scale protein production systems are considered
as well as an updated view of most options available for vaccine development, including the data obtained through
experimental trials which contributes to the exploration and understanding of the immune mechanisms and
immune correlates relevant in protection among different animal species. Written for the highly successful
Methods in Molecular Biology series, chapters include brief introductions to their respective topics, lists of the
necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible laboratory protocols and tips on
troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls. Authoritative and practical, Vaccine Technologies for Veterinary
Viral Diseases: Methods and Protocols facilitates access to well-established protocols to those beginning in this
interesting and laborious field as well as providing important basic knowledge when attempting a novel vaccine
design or platform.

Learning from SARS-Institute of Medicine 2004-04-26 The emergence of severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS) in late 2002 and 2003 challenged the global public health community to confront a novel epidemic that
spread rapidly from its origins in southern China until it had reached more than 25 other countries within a
matter of months. In addition to the number of patients infected with the SARS virus, the disease had profound
economic and political repercussions in many of the affected regions. Recent reports of isolated new SARS cases
and a fear that the disease could reemerge and spread have put public health officials on high alert for any
indications of possible new outbreaks. This report examines the response to SARS by public health systems in
individual countries, the biology of the SARS coronavirus and related coronaviruses in animals, the economic and
political fallout of the SARS epidemic, quarantine law and other public health measures that apply to combating
infectious diseases, and the role of international organizations and scientific cooperation in halting the spread of
SARS. The report provides an illuminating survey of findings from the epidemic, along with an assessment of what
might be needed in order to contain any future outbreaks of SARS or other emerging infections.

Cumulated Index Medicus- 1989

Mononegaviruses of Veterinary Importance-Muhammad Munir 2016-12-16 The Mononegavirales is an order
of viruses affecting large, small and marine animals and is responsible for diseases including Rinderpest, Rabies
and Ebola. This book discusses the epidemiology and control of Mononegaviruses that pose a significant threat to
animals in terms of severity and epidemiological risk. The book also addresses viruses with zoonotic potential, and
many that can be used as models in the study of infectious disease. With its comprehensive coverage, each
chapter is dedicated to a different disease and has been authored by renowned scientists who have made seminal
contributions to the field. This prestige reference work is arranged over two volumes: volume 1 pathobiology and
molecular diagnosis, and volume 2 molecular epidemiology and control. This broad ranging text
coversmononegaviral diseases of livestock, horses, dogs and cats as well as rodents, primates, fish and marine
mammals, and will be a valuable reference source for virologists, field veterinarians, infection and molecular
biologists as well as immunologists and animal scientists.
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Global Health Impacts of Vector-Borne Diseases-National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
2016-09-21 Pathogens transmitted among humans, animals, or plants by insects and arthropod vectors have been
responsible for significant morbidity and mortality throughout recorded history. Such vector-borne diseases â€"
including malaria, dengue, yellow fever, and plague â€" together accounted for more human disease and death in
the 17th through early 20th centuries than all other causes combined. Over the past three decades, previously
controlled vector-borne diseases have resurged or reemerged in new geographic locations, and several newly
identified pathogens and vectors have triggered disease outbreaks in plants and animals, including humans.
Domestic and international capabilities to detect, identify, and effectively respond to vector-borne diseases are
limited. Few vaccines have been developed against vector-borne pathogens. At the same time, drug resistance has
developed in vector-borne pathogens while their vectors are increasingly resistant to insecticide controls.
Furthermore, the ranks of scientists trained to conduct research in key fields including medical entomology,
vector ecology, and tropical medicine have dwindled, threatening prospects for addressing vector-borne diseases
now and in the future. In June 2007, as these circumstances became alarmingly apparent, the Forum on Microbial
Threats hosted a workshop to explore the dynamic relationships among host, pathogen(s), vector(s), and
ecosystems that characterize vector-borne diseases. Revisiting this topic in September 2014, the Forum organized
a workshop to examine trends and patterns in the incidence and prevalence of vector-borne diseases in an
increasingly interconnected and ecologically disturbed world, as well as recent developments to meet these
dynamic threats. Participants examined the emergence and global movement of vector-borne diseases, research
priorities for understanding their biology and ecology, and global preparedness for and progress toward their
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Handbook of Tropical Veterinary Laboratory Diagnosis: Viral diseases-Alexander Robertson 1984

College of Veterinary Medicine, Cornell University-Cornell University. College of Veterinary Medicine 1992

Canadian Journal of Comparative Medicine and Veterinary Science- 1966

Journal of the South African Veterinary Association-South African Veterinary Association 1984

The Southwestern Veterinarian- 1965

Onderstepoort Journal of Veterinary Research-South Africa. Dept. of Agriculture and Forestry. Division of
Economics and Markest 1956
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viruses, viral diseases, and viral zoonoses * Covers veterinary and zoonotic virology from the perspective of
pathogenesis of viral infections, as well as from the perspective of disease prevention and control
Critical Needs for Research in Veterinary Science-National Research Council 2005-10-18 Research in
veterinary science is critical for the health and well-being of animals, including humans. Food safety, emerging
infectious diseases, the development of new therapies, and the possibility of bioterrorism are examples of issues
addressed by veterinary science that have an impact on both human and animal health. However, there is a lack
of scientists engaged in veterinary research. Too few veterinarians pursue research careers, and there is a
shortage of facilities and funding for conducting research. This report identifies questions and issues that
veterinary research can help to address, and discusses the scientific expertise and infrastructure needed to meet
the most critical research needs. The report finds that there is an urgent need to provide adequate resources for
investigators, training programs, and facilities involved in veterinary research.

The Ohio State University Office of Veterinary Continuing Education Presents Camelid Medicine,
Surgery and Reproduction for Veterinarians, March 27-31, 2002- 2002

Some Diseases and Problems of Veterinary Interest in Tropical America-John McInnes Fletcher 1972

Annual Veterinary Congress, Proceedings-Egyptian Veterinary Medical Association 1960
The Veterinary Bulletin- 1980
The Indian Journal of Animal Sciences- 1971
Veterinary Virology-Frederick A. Murphy 1999-10-27 Completely rewritten, this edition has expanded coverage
of zoonotic viruses and the diseases they cause, and viruses and viral diseases of laboratory animals, poultry, fish,
and wildlife. The concept of new emerging and reemerging viral diseases reflects the new perspective this
concept has brought to veterinary and zoonotic virology and related fields. Part I presents fundamental principles
of virology related to animal infection and disease. Part II details the properties and clinical features of the viruses
that afflict animals and describes their treatment and control. Key Features * Comprehensive coverage of animal
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